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Poetry
By Katelin Romick

by Katelin Romick
For me, it is easy
I do not eat any
Beings that scream for mercy
I am no carnivore
I am no cannibal
I am simply me
Although I care for the bees and saving our trees
World peace
You can see
I care as I stare at agricultural scares within our planetarium
You can see
Everyone thinks that animals grow out of trees
This isn’t surprising to me
But I SEE
People don’t care unless it satisﬁes their needs

People eat whatever they see
Unless it’s people like you and me
A decade
A century
A millennium
By this time our planet will become uninhabitable
Only a memory
Our bodies will morph into the remains of leftover meatloafs past
What about the bees you ask?
Oh who cares
We are only going to destroy their paths
What do bees do anyway?
Coffee, Hazelnut, Chocolate
Without the bees means no plants, no trees
No food and allergies
But that isn’t all;

Genetically Modiﬁed Organisms is how we’ll also fall
Imagine this
A ﬁsh you are allergic to but can’t dismiss
DNA mixed with your fresh side of corn
EXCEPT it is plausible
You have been forewarned
It’s called Genetic Engineering
No worries!
No bees
Leads to no trees
No pollinating things,
No food
–
No means to eat until you please
Until you are soon diseased
By that of bolognese

Katelin is a senior Marketing student at Heidelberg University located in Tifﬁn, Ohio.
She loves to research, write, network with people, and be open-minded. Her hobbies
include snowboarding, mixed martial arts, yoga, and living a vegetarian lifestyle. She is
originally from Cleveland, Ohio and loves the city. This is the ﬁrst poem that she has
produced and is grateful to be published by Blue Marble Review!
The Delight of Coffee By Hossein Libre
As I get my french vanilla coffee
from the counter,
The sweet aroma
of your heavenly, vanilla goodness
gets in my head
and I can’t stop thinking about you.

As soon as I
take a sip of your precious gold,
I go to the empyrean sky
full of happiness and delight,
with no worries or distress.

But I don’t like black coffee
it’s too bitter for my taste
and too dark for my soul.

Hossein Libre was born in Teheran, Iran but currently lives in the United States in the
college town of Rolla, MO. He speaks Persian and English. His dream is to become a
soccer player and play for Manchester United FC. He remarkably loves reading and
writing, and his favorite books include The Ascendance Trilogy by Jennifer A. Nielsen, The
Percy Jackson Series by Rick Riordan, The Summoner Series by Taran Matharu, and Timeline
by Michael Crichton. His love for coffee was the base of this poem.
sunﬂower potatoes and kisses By Lhamo Dixey
you always asked if
i wanted more potatoes,
and i would cover
my plastic plate
with my callused hands
and say no, granny.

you would stir the potatoes
in the boiling pot
and spoon them out,
yellowed
like sunﬂowers,
and the steam would rise and swirl and tumble
in the air,
the sizzle and crack
like sheets of rain,
of ﬁreplaces, wood splintering.
we were kind to each other then.

and when we left
our thursday night dinners
you would wait
on the curbside

while the wind
sucked
at your skirt
and tried
to hollow your skin.

you would wave and wave,
you were still waving
as the streetlights dimmed
and the frogs sung their nighttime lullabies,
hand,
high in the air,
even after we had turned the corner,
driven into the darkness,
still your ﬁgure shone
against the pavement.

we stopped coming
for thursday night dinners
the year you died.
thirteen blocks was too far to drive.
we didn’t have the time.
i kept your postcards and your drawings
to hang
on the blank patches on my wall,
in the corners
where no one could see, or laugh,
or ask if i was crazy.

and as the moon waned
and the trees were soothed into dreams,
i would look at the paintings,

and see your face,
wispy grey hair and the greenest eyes,
and i would see your sunﬂower potatoes,
and the steam whirling around us all,
and i would not sleep
knowing you would stop waving
once i closed my eyes.

what if you were waving
so long and so hard
because you thought,
from the reﬂections
of the car windows,
we were waving in return?
the leftover potatoes
were an excuse

to make us stay.
you didn’t have a clock
but we would always leave at seven.
you bought us the candies
we weren’t allowed to have
but we liked home better.

i jumped into
your outstretched arms
when i was eleven
as if
you would carry
me
and the whole world,
but you collapsed
and broke two ribs.

we didn’t care
for your fragility
in room 211
on the hardened
hospital bed,
even if we
made you
bleed honey.

now,
beneath the apartment buildings
and broken,
blinking
lights,
beneath the sunﬂowers
and patches of weeds,

on the curbside,
a cornerstone
between Dana and University,
your shadow
is engraved
in the gravel,
and you are waving,
as if to say
goodbye,
to let go,
to hope
we come again.

Lhamo Dixey is a poet from Berkeley, California. You might ﬁnd her cozying under
ﬁfteen pillows with a good book, (the favorite being Pachinko by Min Jin Lee), in the
aisles of local thrift stores searching for new necklaces and rings to add to her
collection, or meditating in her dorm room! Her other hobbies are singing classical

music, attempting to play the ukulele, and road race cycling when she’s not too worn out
from school.

ﬁrst love: awakening By Adithi Raghavan
she held my tongue,
melding it into undulating syllables
with her maternal touch
it was a caress carried by the light wind,
lifting the murmurs of a foreign land,
frayed with torn words.
she wove these threads into steady sentences,
a rope anchoring me in this strange sea
i harbored myself in her familiar walls.
her warmth: reviving forgotten vestiges
her tongue: a vine winding through timeless rivers and scarred mountains
her voice: awakening the sun,
drying my cries,
its blooming light deepening my shadows as I parted with her sacred chambers.

Adithi Raghavan is an Indian-American writer and poet who currently resides amongst
the native Evergreen trees in her home state of Washington. She is a high school junior
who enjoys writing poetry and researching East Asian mythology. When she’s not at her
desk, you can ﬁnd her at her local farmers market browsing assortments of all things
honey and lavender. Her recent work has been published in the Apprentice Writer and
various school publications.

Thoughtknot By Anishi Patel
time is a treasure — so that must mean it’s another man’s trash — or perhaps a woman —
i don’t know anything — or anyone — so many walls in my imagination — but not like a
maze, no, more like boxes upon boxes that transcend the metaphorical box — but have
you ever wondered why it’s a box? — because i like triangles and circles and irony — a
box within the capital B box — and the walls, four walls, round walls, holed walls that are
all walls — because if you think too long, anything — is a wall — and now my tea has
spilled, and it burns — but that’s ﬂavored water under the bridge that ﬂows like supply
and demand — over the bumps in my wallﬂower hand — and why save the baby clothes
— memory is sad — tomorrow i’m out of my mind but today it’s all in my head — these
endings, they come in boxes, and boxes packed so tightly with goodbyes are inseparable
— so isn’t it better to forget, says the thinkmuscle, that slave to sleep and time, but never
to rhyme — and now i’ve spilled my milk and it’s creamy and cream is frothy and froth is
light — in relation to what? — i don’t understand relativity, but that’s beside my point —
not that i would know what’s beside or behind or on top of my point because i seem to
have lost it — which means i’m in the black cat’s path — so i wonder is that good luck, bad
luck, or perhaps i never knew of superstition in which case it is bliss — obviously, it

doesn’t matter because i gave the cat a ﬁsh and it came to the bridge under which i
spilled my tea and relative milk and here — there’s many ﬁsh, so the cat does not leave —
why? because I did not teach it to ﬁsh.

Anishi Patel is a sixteen-year-old high school student who loves to write to the sound of
water… it’s the shape of it that confuses her. She also likes macchiatos, the Peet’s kind.
Addendum By Deon Robinson
the railroad track no longer shines,
draped in a destitute coat of rust.
barbed edges, a sight for scraping eyes.
the track braces for the landing of a ﬂaring cardinal
sitting perched on the track’s edges
mocking the world, compacted red like bullet wounds.
makes a tour spot of the wreckage
until it no longer feels welcome and darts away.
never so much a glance back
I remember abandonment is a symptom in all species.

Deon Robinson is an aspiring poet from Bronx, New York. He is a junior Creative
Writing major from Susquehanna University. He likes dogs with short legs and eating

enchiladas. His work can be found in several journals, on and off campus. Follow his
misadventures and let him know what your favorite poems are on Twitter @djrthepoet.
With My Brother in the Marsh By Jessica Fanczi
The air reeks of ﬁsh and blood,
and I have never seen your eyes look so wide
as you tell of the months and years you worked
for the cash to buy this little blue boat.

I watch you toss money into the ocean
in the form of brown-pink worms
and translucent gray shrimp you bought from Big Dave,
who gave you the morning special this afternoon
because he liked your truck.

I ask, with a scowl, why you cast away the cash
you need for school and gas and books,
All for ﬁsh food?

You smile, tap white painted wood
with a hand calloused from lines,
from reels and ropes and hooks and scales and sails
I feel your ragged palm with one ﬁnger,
ask why don’t you exfoliate,
moisturize for once?

The black-blue glare off your sunglasses
makes the backs of my eyes ache
as I watch you watching the waves
I ask, why do you waste your time,
your days,
waiting for something you don’t even know
is there?

You don’t have an answer.

I slouch in the bottom of the boat and
let the loud rush of water hush me
and ﬁll my ears.
I lean against curved wood,
hard on the skin of my sun-blistered back,

Squint to see you sitting more still
and patient than I ever thought you could bethere’s a reason they called you “the oaf”, after allbut you handle this boat like a favorite old horse.

Here, on your face, I see
peace
as you wait,

a peace that I’ve wanted for you.

The air reeks of ﬁsh
and blood

…or maybe it’s just salt?

A refreshing sea breeze?

So many questions I have for youyour money?
your hands?
your time?

but
your friends pour their cash into beer

and pour beer into mouths and toilet bowls

and
your hands are right the way they are
for grasping the things you want to hold

and
as much as I hate that camo watch,
I suspect this is not wasted time.

I don’t even know what you’re looking for
out here
where gooey horizon melts into sea,

And it’s true,
sometimes you catch nothing.

but you always seem to return
with whatever you were ﬁshing for.

Jessie is a Creative Writing student at Reinhardt University. Her work has appeared in
Copia, Sanctuary, and the Georgia Historical Quarterly, as well as onstage in Waleska’s
third annual 24-hr Play Festival. She is currently on the editing staff of the James Dickey
Review and runs StreetSigns, a faith-based blog.

On the Dock By Changu Chiimbwe
On the dock where the sea rings deep and blue,
I watch the ships ﬂoat to the moon as I too,
become one with the night. I count them
off my ﬁngers, hum prayers my tongue
cannot understand, row my feet to the
tune of a new national anthem
as each falls into the black horizon.

My mother watches my head nod
in counts of two, watches my
eyes follow the steady blue
that ripples at each ship’s drop.
She tells me that I am like them
in every way: iron-clad, ruled
by an anchor molded by
gaunt hands, seafaring in spirit.

She says I tend to stretch myself
in the face of moonlight, and it is then
when I see my reﬂection pulled taut in the sea,
like the Lady at the world’s edge whose ﬁre
lightens the star-spangled sky behind her.

Changu Chiimbwe is a senior at North Rockland High School in Theills, New York. Her
work has been regionally recognized by the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards,
nominated for an American Voices medal, and has appeared in The Rising Phoenix
Review. Born in Kitwe, Zambia, and coming to the United States at the age of ﬁve, she
writes poetry to honor the immigrant experience.
Inconvenient By Anya Chabria
Why do the right words emerge
In the midst of the midnight?
Why do the stories take hold
When you are trying to dream?
Why do the poems spring forth
In the middle of the test?

Do the words
Just want to blend in
In a crowd of thoughts?
Do they realize

The injustice they deliver?
Do they even care?

I’m glad they come
And I want them to stay
But sometimes I wish
Their arrival
Was a little
Just a little
More…

Oops.
I have to go.
I’m not supposed to be up this late.

Anya Chabria is a ﬁfteen-year-old student at The Wheatley School. Since fourth grade,
she has been coming up with poetry, which is her favorite writing style. Recently, Anya
has begun submitting her work to different competitions, magazines, and websites. You
can ﬁnd some of her writing in TeenInk, Tumblr, and Vintage (her school’s literary
magazine). Besides writing, Anya can be found reading (both in and out of Book Club),
spending time with friends in French Club or the Robotics Team, and running with the
Wheatley Track team.
Minimize By Emmy Song
you are —
a sore in my mouth, born
savage amid the delicate vowels i
spin for mother; the last rotations
of summer, all cracked lips and
missteps into sidewalk puddles.
my head tilted & searching for a
requiem to the sky; the yellowing
calluses carved in my ﬁngertips,
tender ﬂesh hardened by sawing
strings. i trace your name like i’m

learning to write for the ﬁrst time;
like driving on the freeway
with nowhere to go, broken brakes
and needing to get away; this poem,
a handful of loose threads with
ends i cannot stitch together
—my dying youth.

Emmy Song is a junior at Montgomery Blair High School in Maryland. Her poetry has
been recognized by the Scholastic Art & Writing Awards, and has been published in
Rising Phoenix Review, Sierra Nevada Review, and more. When she is not indulging in
creative writing, Emmy can be found editing travel vlogs or curating Spotify playlists.

Ghazal for a Black Cat By Ellora Sutton
Shadows down the street like liqueur, black cat,
soft-ridge shoulders and rusty purr, black cat.

Nose in the air like her paws ﬂoat on clouds,

starlight in her eyes, a silver bur, black cat.

There is something of the witch about her,
all natural, green and larkspur, black cat.

Dust-mote tongue laps the night from a puddle,
her empty belly full of myrrh, black cat.

She walks with all that history, worship,
coronation-stride to the future, black cat.

Rolls the quartzy night-smoke on her shoulders,
meanders like drunkard’s blurred slur, black cat.

Fireworks refract dreams onto dustbin lids
and it is all just ﬁsh to her, black cat.

Ellora Sutton is a British writer (and museum gift shop worker) who has recently
graduated with a ﬁrst in Journalism and Creative Writing from the University for the
Creative Arts. Her obsessions include poetry and Jane Austen.

Waterloo Teeth By Ellora Sutton
My canine is my great-great-grandmother’s.
Yellowed with age,
a well-read page.
The sediment
is fossilised with fables.
When I am lost,
I trace it with my tongue-tip

and soak up the Braille.

The burial mound of my wisdom tooth
is my ancestral aunt’s,
sleeping snug
like the lump of Australian opal
she left me.
A treasure, a milky thing.
A stone breast
resting in the gum
of the scarlet cloak
we keep in the airing cupboard.

My sunﬂower seed buck-tooth
is from the farm girl
that would germinate into

some ﬂying bird part of me.
It is strong and broad
and the ﬁrst thing you see,
a placard:
This girl is of the earth.

My third incisor is Victorian.
It tastes of elderﬂower cordial
and sepia photographs,
and reminds me
that even when I stand still,
stay silent,
time blurs past.

The altar of my molar,
nobody knows who that came from.

I think it is soft enough
to have been swept up
from the ashes
of witch-ﬁre.
I can taste the scream of it,
and maybe that’s why
my lips have such a temper.

Ellora Sutton is a British writer (and museum gift shop worker) who has recently
graduated with a ﬁrst in Journalism and Creative Writing from the University for the
Creative Arts. Her obsessions include poetry and Jane Austen.
Ode to the Government Hall Girl’s Bathroom By Amelia Loefﬂer
You, yellow stall walls who held me
When I cried before getting on the bus and going home,
Are strong despite your thinness.
Notes and names written in smeared sharpie on your doors
Are reminders that I am not the ﬁrst to ﬁnd sanctuary here.

You, warped mirror who tells me I look just ﬁne
Even though I am too tall to be fully reﬂected in you,
Offer the reassurance I do not trust anyone else to give.
The way artiﬁcial light refracts in your bent glass
Gives my whole body a sort of halo.

You, faulty smoke detector who beeps without reason
Over and over and over,
Will not leave me alone with my silence.
Like a voice from above you echo off the tiled ﬂoors
And tell me there is no use in dwelling on what you cannot change.

You, beauty parlor, meeting place, smoke spot, safe space,
Are more than the sum of your parts.
You are midday solace, quiet comfort, gentle company,

My inanimate but unwavering guardian angel.

Amelia Loefﬂer is a high school junior currently attending The School for the Creative
and Performing Arts at Lafayette High School, majoring in literary arts. Her work has
most recently been published in The Messy Heads Magazine. Amelia can often be found
roller skating and wearing funky pants with a coffee in hand.

Fiction
The Dreamer By Campbell Jenkins
Each and every one of us has a power. A gift. A talent trapped in the abyss of the soul,
just waiting to unfold. The majority of us don’t succeed in ﬁnding these powers. We don’t
look for them because we don’t even know we have them. If these powers within us
were discovered, the world would change. One chilly November day, a man discovered
one of these gifts. He unlocked the gift of dreams. The dreamer can go anywhere—into
distant lands and galaxies, beyond the limits of space and time itself.

It had been three months since seventy-year-old Martin McAllen lost his wife, Rachel.
And since her death his heart had remained torn in two. His grief lingered like a fog over
the silent graveyard of what was left of his life.
Martin was on his computer, half-heartedly searching for any help. He explored dozens
of websites, programs, and even audios. Nothing worked. Martin rubbed his tired, sad

eyes with his hands, and sighed. He gave up trying to search, and turned off his
computer. He felt tears well in his green eyes. He brushed his ﬁngers through his snowwhite hair. He began to cry as he felt the now familiar hopelessness take over.
He sat up from his couch, and gazed around his small house: two blue armchairs where
they used to sit, an empty table he had made for her decades ago, and out a large
window that showed her dying ﬂower garden. The chill of autumn had begun to put all
the plants in the garden into a deep sleep.
He could feel her absence everywhere. He felt like with Rachel’s death, he was the ghost
left behind, alone in a house that once belonged to two lovers. Martin could still smell
traces of her vanilla perfume. And when he turned to the armchairs, he hoped she would
still be there, smiling at him. But he knew she was gone, and there was nothing he could
do about it. He ached as he thought of her now, buried in the soil of Mother Earth.
There was a sudden knock on the door, piercing the silence. Martin walked out of the
living room towards the front door, and gripped the brass knob. He opened it, and there
stood a young black boy, no older than twelve, with a white T-shirt and ﬁne blue jeans.
The boy’s head was shiny and bald.
“May I help you?” Martin asked.
“I am here to help you,” said the boy, his dark brown eyes staring at Martin.
“Who are you?” Martin asked.
“My name does not matter,” the young man replied.
Martin sighed. “Young man, if you’re trying to pull a practical joke on me, I would like it if
you would just leave.”

Martin began to close the door, but the boy caught his attention when he said: “Martin, I
want to help you.”
He stared at the boy and was surprised to hear himself reply. “No one can help me.”
The boy’s eyes gleamed in the autumn sun. The boy insisted. “May I come in?”
Martin hesitated. Every bit of common sense told him to shut the door, but his soul told
him to trust this strange boy. “Very well,” Martin obliged. He opened the door and the
boy walked in. He stared around Martin’s house, his dark eyes rolling over the furniture
like waves on the beach.
Martin shut the door as the boy took a seat in Rachel’s empty chair. “Sit,” he said as he
gestured to the open seat. Martin sighed. He walked over to his chair, and sat down,
clasping his hands together. He looked at the boy, whose deep dark eyes were burning
into his own. Martin almost felt as if the boy could see into his very soul. “So…how can
you help me?” Martin asked.
“Each person has a gift, a purpose,” the boy began. “We all have the ability to do great
things. To unlock hidden potentials we never knew we had.” Martin parted his lips to
speak, but the boy cut him off. “People today fail to ﬁnd these powers. No one even stops
to feel the air in their lungs, nor do they stop to see the world around them. Many have
forgotten what it is to be truly alive. I am here to tell you, that you have the gift of
Dreams, locked up tight in your soul.”
Martin began to feel uneasy but he tried his best not to let it show. “You came to my
house, just to tell me a fairy tale?”
The boy shook his head. “No, it’s all true,” the boy replied. “I have the gift of Sight. I can
look anywhere, anytime. I can also look into people’s souls. That’s how I found you.”

Martin rubbed his eyes. “Tell me,” he started. “How are you going to help me?”
The boy shifted his weight in the armchair. “I am going to help you overcome your pain,”
he said.
Martin thought about kicking the boy out of his house. But again, something told him to
trust this boy. “Fine,” he said ﬂatly. “Proceed.”
Then boy said softly: “I know that you lost your wife.”
Tears started to well in Martin’s eyes; he nodded.
“When someone dies, they never leave us. They still remain in our lives in a way most
don’t understand. Death is an illusion; a trick on the mind and soul.”
He leaned closer to Martin. “Your wife isn’t quite dead, Martin.”
Suddenly, Martin felt a strange tingling feeling spread from his aching heart to the tips of
his ﬁngers.
Then the boy sat up. He touched Martin in the center of the forehead with his four
ﬁngers, then he started towards the door. He turned back to Martin again. “Before you
go to sleep, Martin, think of your wife. Think long and hard. You will see her again. Then
you will know what to do. ”
Stunned, Martin only nodded, then the boy disappeared out the door.
That night, Martin lay alone in the bed that he once shared with his wife, staring at the
ceiling. The stars shone bright in the sky, and out the window, the moon was a crescent.
He thought long and hard about his wife, as the boy had instructed. He remembered

when he took Rachel to the lake for a week, how they swam from dawn till dusk. He
thought of their life until he ﬁnally dozed off.
Martin found himself in a golden ﬁeld, the grass dancing in the wind. It was warm;
everything seemed to glow in the rays of the sun. He remembered what the boy had
said. He knew this must be a dream. But the air was so sweet, he could almost taste it.
“Hello?” he called, his voice echoing in the vast meadow. “Is anyone here?”
Suddenly, he heard a gentle women’s voice, like honey being poured from a pot. “Hello
Martin.”
Martin turned around; it was Rachel. He began to sob like a little child when he saw his
wife’s face again. She wore a beautiful white dress, like the one she wore on their
wedding day. Her gray hair was in a ponytail, which danced in wind.
The two lovers embraced tightly. Martin’s felt the weight of his grief washing away, like
dust in the river. Joy inundated him like a waterfall pouring into a crystal pond. Suddenly
he understood that love can never die, that his sorrow had clouded his vision from
seeing the truth that love is everlasting. Love is bigger than him, bigger than Rachel. It
cannot be broken, stolen, or defeated by time, death, and decay. Love was never
something he had that was taken from him. Love was always something that had him,
had her, and had them still.
Rachel smiled wide. “When you wake, do not be afraid of your sorrow. It is a part of our
footprint in time. You will walk for us until our steps join together once again. Go now.
We are all leaves of the same tree. You are still green and thriving. I have withered away.
I did my part. You need to continue yours until your time is done. The tree remains. Soon
enough, we will be together again.”

Martin awoke. For the ﬁrst time in months, he no longer felt alone. Same empty bed,
same empty chairs, same lifeless garden, but he knew somehow, the whole world had
changed.

Campbell Jenkins is a fourteen-year-old die hard fantasy fan, major bookworm, and
aspiring writer.For many years, members of his family have told him he is a born storyteller. He started off with a little comic book (which is not published) called The
Adventures of Gus and Emit. As he matured, he began to fall in love with countless books,
such as The Lord of the Rings and The Earthsea Cycle, and soon enough was inspired to
write his own book. Ever since then, he’s been writing down hundreds of story ideas that
come to mind, and hopes that one day he can publish one.

America’s Storm By Joel Troutman
Smoke hung like a storm cloud over the southern part of the city, thunderous blasts
rumbling underfoot. Abandoned cars clogged the road, doors ﬂung open as a pack of
looters dug through glove boxes and suitcases. They wore black and gray, careful not to
mark themselves with colors. Stufﬁng garbage bags full of watches and forgotten cell
phones and GPS systems, they moved through the blocked stream of cars, smashing
windows and whispering. Their eyes twitched toward the south, where ﬂashes lit the
dark morning.
“How’s it look?”
“Clear enough. Let’s go.”

Ben reached back and took his wife’s hand. Together, he and Shanna crossed Ridge
Avenue, toward the east. They passed posters pasted on old stone walls, pointing to the
ports on the Delaware River. UN SHIPS LOADING EVERY MORNING: 7-9, they read.
Beneath them, others said MY BLOOD RUNS RED! DOES YOURS? and THEY BLEW THEIR
CHANCE, SO GO BLUE! Ben and Shanna ignored those. They had been there for months,
all over the city, plastered on top of each other until the walls encroached upon the
sidewalk. Nobody thought much of it at ﬁrst. The war was in other cities, not here in
Philadelphia. Until it was here, in Philadelphia, and the UN’s posters covered the walls,
helping people escape.
“We need to get to the river and follow it north,” Shanna said. “Then we just go to the
ﬁrst ship we see with people.”
“Almost there.”
“Almost.”
They continued heading east as the sun rose over the colonial buildings, shining on the
narrow windows of empty homes. Distant gunﬁre popped and echoed through the
streets. The stench of decaying trash became all too familiar, as was the scent of smoke.
It stung their eyes and sent them into ﬁts of coughing as the wind pushed the smoky
storm cloud farther north and the gunﬁre and explosions didn’t seem as faint.
Crossing Broad Street, they saw the cracked clock tower of City Hall, crumbled and
coughing smoke from its ornate, cream windowsills and mansards. They saw bodies.
Corpses, dozens of them, their arms wrapped in red or blue tags, strewn between cars
and near buildings whose walls were pocked and blackened from battle. They were
splayed unnaturally, contorted and drooping like forgotten playthings. Some corpses
had no red or blue identiﬁcations, but were mixed with the ﬁghters, nonetheless. The
trafﬁc lights blinked red, but no one was alive to see them. Shanna covered her nose to
mask the stench of death. They didn’t linger for long.

The couple passed under a bridge and by a park; they saw the sunlight bounce off the
Ukrainian Cathedral; they watched a blue car tear by shouting slogans from its speakers;
they saw tracer rounds chase it; they stepped over pamphlets and they stepped over
torn, charred American ﬂags. It was an hour of careful, watchful walking– surveying
each street, eyeing potential exits– that brought them to Delaware Avenue and the
river. Here, the sun twinkled on the dark water while the waves lapped the docks, the
scents of war drowned by the odors of ﬁsh and seaweed. Ben took a deep whiff.
“Smell that, honey?”
“Dead ﬁsh never smelled so inviting,” Shanna said. She ﬁlled her lungs and looked north,
upstream, where a single ship sat in the water. “There it is! The boat! See it? It has that
light blue UN lettering on the bow.”
“Oh yeah, that must be it.”
Shanna beamed.
“We’re almost there.”
“Almost.”
It took another twenty-ﬁve minutes before they came to the dock. An old set of railroad
tracks ran behind it with dozens of faded loading crates on the other side. The ship in the
water was a civilian ship, about eighty feet long, with two main decks that were painted
with the UN’s markings. Sailors walked the decks with UN helmets and light blue vests.
None of them carried riﬂes or looked ready for a ﬁght. They unloaded cases of bottled
water and pallets of non-perishables. A half dozen people with guns did stand at the
cement dock as the UN workers unloaded, but they weren’t wearing the UN’s helmets
or light blue vests.

“Shit,” Ben said. He watched them, crouched in a grove just south of the port.
“Who are they? Red or blue?”
“What does it matter?”
Shanna didn’t respond.
“What do we do, now?”
“I mean, we still have to go, don’t we? It doesn’t change anything,” Shanna said.
“But-”
“But nothing. That boat is still our only way out and we cannot stay here. Not any longer.”
“Yeah. You’re right. You’re always right.”
Shanna kissed Ben on the cheek. They shared a shaky smile for a second.
“I love you.”
“I love you, too.”
They emerged from the woods, their palms open over their heads. The crunching under
their feet transitioned from leaves to the crackle of rocks and pebbles, but the ﬁghters
didn’t notice. As the couple got closer, they saw a camera crew on the sidelines, ﬁlming
the unloading of goods. A reporter stood a few feet away, practicing a monologue while
she looked at her makeup in a mirror, “– and they deliver the goods to those still trapped
in the city, risking their lives in order to help the civilians in danger from the approaching

opposition–” Their attention was so acutely spent on watching the north, that they failed
to noticed the storm cloud lingering nearby.
One of the ﬁghters spotted the couple. A blue band wrapped over his arms, another one
tied to his combat vest. He raised his riﬂe and called out, “Stop where you are! Don’t
move!”
“Is this the ship for the refugees?” Ben asked.
“Quiet! Bernard, help me search them.”
Another ﬁghter came to his side. They were stone-faced, chalky from soot as they
patted Ben and Shanna down with rough, heavy hands and threw their phones on the
ground before declaring they were “clean.” All the while, the reporter giggled and
dragged the cameraman closer to the couple, careful to frame the scene so the ﬁghters
were in the background. She touched up the powder that caked her nose and wiped her
bangs away from her eyes before swallowing her smile and drooping her shoulders as
though carrying a heavy weight.
“Here we are,” she said. “With two refugees from the war, ﬂeeing into the arms of our
boys in blue. Tell us, what atrocities have you seen in the streets that have made you run
from your home?”
“I don’t want to talk about it,” Ben said. “I just want to get out of here, okay?”
“Things are that bad, are they? The city deﬁled by the red horde and their traitorous
ways. It is despicable, don’t you think?” she jabbed the microphone back at them.
“Lady, we just want to leave. Can you let us go?” Shanna said.

“Of course, of course. First, just tell me, have either of you experienced any personal
turmoil from a family member or perhaps a friend taking the side of the enemy in this
ﬁght? A brother at odds with the family or a coworker who took up arms? That would be
devastating and the country would be there for you if it happened.”
“Alright, that’s enough. Come on, Shanna,” Ben pulled his wife past the camera.
“Wait, can I ask for a statement of clarity on your current–”
A blast cut the reporter off. Past the railroad tracks, to the west, there was another
explosion, followed by rattling gunﬁre. The ﬁghters reacted like ﬁghters, rushing
towards the battle, pressing themselves into cover and shooting their riﬂes at the
sounds of gunﬁre and the puffs of smoke, into the hazy fog of combat where ﬁgures
were deformed and unidentiﬁable, simply silhouettes like the targets they practiced
with, raining down shots with thunderous, echoing blasts from their riﬂes as the storm
intensiﬁed. The reporter did her own shooting, directing the cameraman to keep rolling,
plugging her ears with her ﬁngers and shouting over the roar of the ﬁreﬁght. In the
chaos, Ben and Shanna scrambled across the cement like ants caught in a rainstorm,
making for their colony that was the ship. They clung to each other as bullets whizzed
and snapped past. One of the soldiers called out in pain. The reporter wasn’t talking
anymore. There were fewer gunshots and more cries. The bullets still whizzed and
snapped. They could smell the sharp, burning air. UN workers shouted for them to hurry.
Gunshots got closer. Another explosion. Rocks and debris fell like hail. Then a punch. It
felt like a punch, but it was wet and hot and made Shanna scream when she saw the
blood draining from her husband’s ribs. She got quiet when a punch landed on her, too.
As her consciousness faded and darkness found her, the UN ship left the port and
beyond it, across the Delaware, she saw an American ﬂag tearing in the wind.
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Shapes By Julia Gagliardi
The only drama in Poughkeepsie occurred at sundown. Chronic silhouettes of clouds
were herded towards the steel cantilever deck of the High Bridge on the Hudson River.
Rose-tinted ﬁlm sketched outlines in the sky. Light scattered blue, hitting the river water
and reﬂecting red-yellow, salmon and apricot. The shoulders of white pine, hemlock and
black birch sat on the other side of the river and hummed the colors. Mesmerized
passersby could not look away from the spectacle of cloud and color and sky.
Nora Bray sucked on her thumb, nursing a split ﬁngernail, and decided that the sunset
was a pathetic imitation of blood and thunder. The colors were foggy liked stained glass
or the tracks of her bicycle in the dirt path. She kicked a rock into the water. Good fucking
riddance, she thought as the sun folded itself on the wefted face of the Hudson River.
She leaned back into the wooden bench, her limbs loose and her skin smoldering in the
heat, and wondered whether her twin brother Nick would show up late again.
The twins met at the park down by the Hudson River every afternoon after Nick ﬁnished
rounds of tennis with the varsity team. Sometimes he appeared seconds before the
falling sun hit the water. Other times, he missed it entirely, the spotlight on his bicycle
wobbling towards Nora in the night and his voice rolling off apologies for being late. This
time, as Nora picked at her nail, Nick came ﬂying around the corner, a racket on his back
and sweat bleeding through his white shirt. His bicycle stopped short of the bench, and
he drew long gulps of air.
“How was the show?” He asked. One forearm rested on the handles of the bicycle, and
the other wiped his forehead.

“It just ended,” Nora replied dryly. She kicked the wheel of her bicycle, lying helpless on
the ground next to her, for a melodramatic echo.
Night was blanketing the sky. The sun had ﬁnally crept below the surface of the river,
fading into the water as though pulled underneath by a dark hand. Streetlights mumbled
and chattered above their heads.
Nick yawned and gazed at the Hudson River. “I wish I’d seen it,” he said. Nora couldn’t
hear if he was disappointed; she only wanted him to be guilty.
“You didn’t miss anything,” Nora spat. “But you usually miss them, anyway. It was a
perfect sunset, just like all the other sunsets here.” Nora nodded towards a bench down
the dirt pathway. A young man was pointing a camera lens at a copse of trees to capture
the last of the sunset poking through. “Why do people take photographs of a
phenomenon that happens every day? The sunsets aren’t going to go away. Only people
do that.”
Nick paused and looked at his twin. Her arms were crossed over a black t-shirt, holes
littering the bottom hem where her ﬁngernails lingered and pried threads loose. Even if
she wore blue or green or yellow, her shirt would have looked dark in the night anyway.
Nick couldn’t quite understand this about his twin sister. The lingering anguish. The
immovable dissent. The lamenting. He stared blankly at her during her melancholy
outbursts, tinted with cries of Woe is me! She complained when there was only crunchy
peanut butter in the cupboard, and refused to try it, accusing their dad of buying it to
spite her. Asked a smiling Nick, What are you plotting? Was convinced that a poor grade in
European History meant she could never be a museum curator. After ﬁfteen years, he
was sick of the pessimism. The misplaced superiority. Happiness was a choice, wasn’t it?
Nora, Nick believed, had exercised her right to vote.

“Why do you say that as if it has to be a bad thing?” he asked, leaning away from the
handles of the bicycle.
Nora whipped around to face her brother. Stringy dark hair muddled her creamy
complexion. Nick thought of the coffee their father drank in the morning, as he tipped
too much half-and-half over the rim. Their father was probably sitting in the dimly lit
kitchen, placemats and glasses of warm milk spread out on the table, across from three
absent chairs. Two were accounted for in the park on the Hudson River. He would be
wondering where his children were.
“Don’t you think it is?” she asked.
Her knuckles gripped the edge of the bench seat. They paled to bleach white as the air
thickened to black around them, the night absorbing everything around the twins. The
river and Nora’s bicycle lost their outlines and fused into the blackness of the night.
Years earlier, sitting upright in her bedroom, Nora once asked her mother where the
furniture goes when the lights turn off. Six-year-old Nora pointed to a chest of clothes
across from the bed, sheets and blankets swaddled her legs. Her mother sat near her
feet.
“They go to sleep,” Nora’s mother said plainly. Her eyes were rust-covered pennies
behind her wire-rimmed glasses. Nora forgot if her mother’s eyes were blue or green.
She hadn’t seen them in years. “Things just curl up and go to sleep.”
Nora jumped from the bench, brought her bicycle upright, and hit the kickstand.
“Are we skipping family dinner again?” Nick asked. His eyes and shirt were luminous.
Nora clambered on the seat of her bicycle.

Nora and her bicycle were rushing away from her brother, near the riverbank, and up
the slope towards the High Bridge. Nick echoed her name. Nora! First uncertain, then
hysterical. Nora! Nora!
Nick realized he could not bear to lose another.
Nora could not turn around. She could bear to hear his voice, but would not look at his
face. She felt weightless. She felt like she could ﬂy. Nora shut her eyes, the wheels and
screws of her bicycle cawing in protest. The air enveloped and enclosed her. She hoped
the air around her would calcify into an oyster shell and drop her at the bottom of the
Hudson River. Her balance faltered as she moved her hand to wipe away the tears that
had dried into her skin, forming grooves on her cheeks. She opened her eyes.
But her eyes weren’t on the road. They were in the sky. Her bicycle had mushroomed
from the paved road and was sailing above the heads of cars. She was ﬂying westward.
Nora sunk into the seat. Her feet and the pedals of the bicycle were in rotation. The
wheels were like a band of light, depositing debris of gravel and dirt to the dark frontier
beneath her feet. She heard the clatter of remains hitting the Hudson River. Nora ﬂew
above the High Bridge, past the tollbooths and above the city of Poughkeepsie.
A thousand feet below, Nick wheezed underneath the belly of the bridge. His bicycle
slept sideways on the ground. He saw his sister’s silhouette ﬂuttering like a burnt-black
curtain against the mascarpone moon, and then dissolve out of sight.
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Non-Fiction
Masculine By Jacob Voelker
Male king cobras will ﬂare a hood when in the presence of other animals, regardless of
whether they are considered predator or prey. There are specialized muscles in the
snakes’ necks that allow them to ﬂare the excess tissue, used to assert their dominance
over another. This accentuation of power is present throughout the entirety of nature.
***
I was a sensitive kid. Before the age of nine, I cried about pretty much anything that even
remotely slighted me. When my second grade teacher was out sick for the day, I cried
because I missed her so much. When I got my ﬁrst (and only) punishment of the year for
passing notes with the girl to my right, I didn’t let up until seven o’clock that night. When
they didn’t play “Grenade” by Bruno Mars at the Labor Day Weekend Camp DJ, I wept
into my pillow until I fell asleep from exhaustion.
***
My ﬁrst ofﬁcial summer job was at Farma Family Campground, a trailer park in
Greenville, PA that I’ve been going to my entire life. Since before I was able to formulate
comprehensive sentences, I’d idolized the people behind the counter at the camp store. I
knew when I was old enough, I wanted to wear the red-collared shirt.
The summer after I turned ﬁfteen, I handed in my application along with a valid worker’s
permit, and was given the job almost immediately. I learned the computer software by

heart and memorized daily rates, seasonal site availability, and pricing of ﬁrewood as
though I were being tested. I was a good worker.
It didn’t take long, however, to realize that I was clearly the odd one out.
At Farma Family Campground, men did not work in the store, they worked maintenance.
This consisted of mowing ﬁelds, stacking ﬁrewood, ﬁxing electrical issues, cleaning the
pool, and any other miscellaneous work that needed to be done. They were based in the
garage, a storage area that held the tractors and power tools. Every man who worked at
Farma did maintenance, and every girl who worked at Farma was put in the store.
At the end of my ﬁrst week, Isaac, the most tenured of the maintenance boys at
nineteen, came into the store to purchase a Hot Pocket on his lunch break. He threw it
down on the counter and waited for me to scan it.
“Put it on my account—you can do that at least, can’t you, Pretty Boy?”
***
The male great-horned owl puffs out his feathers when he feels threatened. When
eagles or other birds of prey ﬂy overhead, the male great-horned owl will expand
himself to appear intimidating and discourage attackers from targeting him, his family, or
his nest.
***
In Health class, we had a guest speaker from the D.A.R.E. program come in to talk to us
about drugs and relationships, and how the two coincide.
One point she mentioned in reference to dating was how many couples often shared
similar issues that can be present in every traditional relationship.

“It’s like how women complain all the time about how men don’t listen. But they just
can’t! They try, I really think they do. But all they wanna do is watch the football game on
their T.V. when their woman is being all sensitive and emotional.”
***
My friend Olivia and I stopped at a convenience shop on the corner of Ninth and Penn
one day after school because she wanted a bag of Hot Cheetos and an iced tea. At the
checkout, she stood closest to the door and I was to her immediate left. The cashier took
her bag and my ﬁve.
Two men bustled through the door. The ﬁrst man held his hands up, the second spouted
verbal threats. He cornered the ﬁrst man and stood over him. He raised his ﬁst, before
hesitating. The ﬁrst man held his breath and closed his eyes.
When he opened them, the second man was gone. He got up, brushed off his pant legs,
and went in the opposite direction.
Olivia and I had switched positions. I was to her right, closest to the door. I stood tall. I
had raised my shoulders and stuck out my chest, which completely covered Olivia’s
smaller frame. The cashier handed us the change before we left. We have not talked
about it since.
My entire life, I’d seen the storyline in movies and television on repeat: the man would
sacriﬁce himself for the woman. He would protect her, and he became a hero in the end
because of his strength, bravery, and courage.
I remain unsure if I positioned myself in front of her because of my affection or because
of my internalized instinct to protect her.

I would like to believe that it was entirely out of love. Though the act was subconscious, I
would make the conscious decision if put in a similar scenario without question.
However, I will never rid myself of the thought that there may have been more to it. Was
it an act of selﬂessness? Or did the primitive ego I established from the movies get the
best of me?
***
Expansion is not conﬁned to protection. The male peacock will spread the array of
colored feathers plastered onto his tail into a fan-like shape in an attempt to attract a
mate. The female is often times drawn to the impressive size of his tail and the extensive
palette he displays so boldly. The male peacock has achieved his goal of allurement.
***
One afternoon when I was eight years old, tears began to well in my eyes because of a
trailer for a horror movie that came on in the set of commercials preceding my mother’s
TV show. My mother started to approach me, but my father stopped her and sat down
next to me.
“You need to stop being so sensitive about every little thing, Jacob. Mom won’t be there
to care for you forever. You need to start acting like a man. Toughen up a little bit.”
I can count the number of times I remember letting myself cry since then on my right
hand. I taught myself how to keep my feelings inside, where they belonged. I have
pounded the idea into my head that emotion is bad, and constantly reinforced the
negative connotation that accompanies crying in a man’s life.
***

Eric Forman loses a one-on-one basketball game to his girlfriend, Donna Pinciotti, in one
of the ﬁrst episodes of the Fox television series That 70’s Show. This puts him at extreme
unease, and forces him to attempt proving to Donna (and himself, really) that he is
masculine. He later challenges her to a game of air hockey at the Hub, the local hangout.
Again, he loses, and is depicted wearing a dress in the next shot. This divide causes a rift
in their relationship, as Donna refuses to accept that Eric feels obligated to have
dominance over her. Throughout the entirety of the series, the juxtaposition of Eric’s
femininity and Donna’s masculinity leads to deep-rooted issues about the abnormality
of their dynamic.
Later in the same episode, Red Forman, Eric’s father, is laid off from work at the plant.
His wife Kitty has taken shifts at the hospital, and Red is no longer the breadwinner of
the family. To counteract this, he scans the house and ﬁxes countless items of fully
functioning housewares. He is stuck in his own head.
Each time, my mother let me nestle in her arms and rocked me until I caught my breath
and calmed down. Each time, my father would tell me to get up, brush it off, and wipe the
tears.
***
The ﬁrst time I let myself cry since seventh grade was after I hurt my back while rock
climbing. It was a recurring injury I’d just recently gotten over, and I knew instantly it
would be months before I could do anything more than a brisk walk. I held my tears until
my friend dropped me off at my house, but once the front door shut I collapsed onto the
ﬂoor and started sobbing uncontrollably.
I was still sobbing ten minutes later when my father got home from the gym. He told me
to take deep breaths, and I started to. He told me that it would be okay, and I believed
him. He told me to stop crying because it solved nothing, and I stopped.

***
Each morning, I dip my ﬁngers into a jar of product and apply it to my hair. I run the
product through the entirety of my head and style it to give shape and volume. It makes
me feel conﬁdent when I ﬁx my hair like this. It makes me feel attractive. I am obsessed
with my hair, vanity intended and required. The subconscious correlation between the
style of one’s hair and the ego one possesses is far greater than I’d ever imagined
growing up. But back then, I didn’t know it mattered so much.
***
The name stuck. Ask any of the maintenance boys who I was the entire summer, and
they would tell you that I was Pretty Boy, the runt that hid from hard work behind the
counter who could ﬂirt with all the girls, but didn’t know how to operate a lawn mower.
None of them knew I cut grass for money on my free time, or that my entire life I’d work
on projects with my father until I could taste the salt from sweat dripping from my nose
to my lips. Frankly, I don’t think any of them cared.
Next summer, I asked to be switched to maintenance. I told the manager about my
experience in outdoor working, and told him that I was willing to work to learn anything
he needed me to.
“I appreciate it, Jacob,” he said. “But you’ve got some competition. Makenna Fritz has
asked to mow some lawns, so we’ll see.”
I nodded my head. He nudged my shoulder and chuckled. “You’ve got the job kid. We’ll
try and ﬁt you into the schedule when we can.”
***

I see myself in Ben, my little brother. Ben’s a sensitive kid, and he just turned eight last
February. He cries about what the kids at his church youth group say to him. He cries
about his incessant fear of clowns, and he cries when he doesn’t understand how to do a
question in his homework packet.
My father has begun to teach Ben what has become instinctual to me.
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The Stabber and the Frog: An Unfortunate Modern Tale By Vanessa Martasano
If you know me, you know that I am a very anxious person. There is rarely a moment
when my head is completely clear and I am devoting all my attention to one subject
matter. I can’t even relax in my sleep: I solve math problems in my dreams more than I
would like to admit. However, there is one time in my life in which my head was
completely clear: when I accidentally stabbed myself with an X-Acto knife.
It was freshman year and I wanted to explore the new and exciting electives that I could
enroll in that my middle school didn’t offer. As I carefully studied the list of what seemed
like a million courses I could take, one stuck out to me: Interior Design. My mom and I
watch HGTV every Sunday morning as we sip on our coffees and alternate turns
cuddling with our sleepy dog, Toby. After watching so many of these shows, I was
conﬁdent that I could design a whole house (similar to the conﬁdence that the young
man at the bar in Good Will Hunting had when he thought he knew the whole history of
economics, but he only knew the information that he was studying from his college
textbook that semester). What could go wrong, it’s just colors and patterns and textures
and furniture, right?

Well, we were all in for a huge surprise when we realized what the class actually entailed
after a week or so. We had to take an endless amount of notes from an endless amount
of PowerPoints on information that seemed irrelevant. “These people invented this type
of house,” or “Look at these trillion different examples of windows,” littered my notebook
as I scrambled to scribble down every last word projected onto the dingy whiteboard
along with a few other goody-two-shoes students while the rest of the class smacked
their gum, gossiped, ate snacks, or slept with their eyes open.
By the end of the semester, I had made new friends in the class. It’s funny how going
through tough circumstances together brings people closer. We had defaced our
notebooks with the copious amounts of notes, burnt our hands on hot glue guns one too
many times, and even tried (and failed) to use an antique sewing machine. But, we were
at the ﬁnal stretch of the year, with only about a week left of regular classes before
ﬁnals, and we were working on our ﬁnal projects. The prompt was simple: “Design a 3D
model of a room in your dream home.” Perfect, I thought to myself, an easy 100 ﬁnal grade.
Little did I know, I would shed blood, sweat, and tears for that 100.
I had decided to go the mediocre route and chose to construct my dream bedroom
inside of a shoebox. We were all required to embrace our own inner middle-aged
suburban mom and create Pinterest accounts in order to create boards to help inspire
us. I had to make a second account because I already had an account that I used for fun (I
am 100% going to be part of a carpool group and the kids are all going to love
Mrs.Martarano’s minivan and snacks).
For my mini bedroom, I wanted to add a unique feature to spice up the mediocrity: a bay
window. I was planning it out all day up until fourth period. Now, I had an awful day up to
that point, so when I got to the class, I was already annoyed and angry. I had only three
hours of sleep the night before because I had to stay up until 3:00 am doing homework
on my cheap IKEA desk, obnoxiously lit by my ﬂuorescent desk lamp that was imitating
the sun at those ungodly hours of the night. Then, I slept through all of my alarms and

had to get ready in ten minutes; I had no time to grab a water bottle for the day or grab a
granola bar for breakfast. My dad drove me to school and then he made his way to work
from there in his little black Toyota Camry, that is now mine, so when I was late to
school, he was late to work. He yelled at me to hurry up as I hobbled to the car, my weak
upper body struggling to carry my enormous track bag and overstuffed backpack and
there was tension in that car all the way to the student drop off area.
When I arrived in my ﬁrst period class after hiking up a grueling three ﬂights of stairs, I
realized I had left my humongous orange envelope folder that I use for every single class’
homework on my cheap IKEA desk. I’d used that color-coded godsend for four years
straight, even though it was stained and falling apart (much like that stuffed animal that
you received as an infant that you ﬁnd comfort in even now and will probably bring to
college). My legs began shaking uncontrollably in my boots as I ﬁdgeted with my earring
and struggled to take a full, deep breath. At least I was wearing a stylish outﬁt and my
honey-brown hair fell nicely to mask my distress, just as the beautiful lithosphere hides
the raging inner core of the earth.
So, you can understand how accidentally lodging an X-Acto knife into my arm was the
only logical outcome of the situation.
When I got to the classroom, lit with buzzing ﬂuorescent lights and accompanied by the
taunting smell of the treats from the Baking Basics class next door, I went to my cubby,
the highest one that even my 5’9” self had to reach for, and retrieved my gray painted
shoebox. Finally, something I had complete control over during this hectic day I thought as I
ﬁnally began to unwind a bit.
When I brought it back to my station, I noticed a girl I had become friends with had a
sour look on her face. When I asked her what happened, she quickly snapped back with,
“The test in US History was so hard!” My immediate reaction was sympathy and relief
that it didn’t really affect me. Then, the thought crept up in my mind: We have the same

US History teacher and I totally forgot to study for this huge test that I have next period. At
that point, I had reached my breaking point. I began furiously working on my project
with tears threatening to ﬂood my agitated face.
I was trying to cut a stubborn piece of cardboard because I thought IF NOTHING ELSE
GOOD HAPPENS TODAY, AT LEAST I’LL HAVE MY BAY WINDOW! I was trying to battle
this thick piece of cardboard with one small, dinky X-Acto knife. The more attempts I
made, the more infuriated I got. Finally, I decided that sheer force was the only way to
break the thick brown ﬂesh. However, I tore a thinner, lighter brown ﬂesh instead.
In my rage, I had forgotten that I was holding the X-Acto knife in my right hand and when
I lost my grip on the cardboard, the force I had put into breaking it transferred to the
knife and I jabbed it into the inside of my elbow on my left arm, missing two gigantic
veins by just a few millimeters. My mind went blank and then my body took over: I
yanked the rusty knife out of my arm (thank God I’d had my tetanus shot a month
before), pushed out my chair, announced I was bleeding and briskly walked to the front
of the room to tell my teacher as everyone was gasping and yelling at the bloody scene.
My friend Chantel unknowingly held down the button on the hot glue gun in her hand as
she screamed “VANESSA OHMYGOD WHAT HAPPENED” as the molten glue oozed
onto a piece of cardboard that she was using. The quiet kids that sat at the front of the
class widened their worried eyes; the gossipers halted their uber-important
conversation about what Becky was wearing today; those with their heads down
shockingly lifted them up to see what the commotion was about.
My teacher was helping another student with something, but my usual politeness went
down the drain and I stepped between them.
“I’m bleeding,” I announced as I thrust my arm towards her, dark red blood spilling out of
the gaping crater that I had created on my arm.

Without looking up, and obviously annoyed at my rude interruption, she sighed and said
“I have a band-aid, in my desk-” and then when her eyes ﬁnally met my bloody arm she
yelled, “OH MY GOD SOMEONE GET HER A TOWEL!”
Her eyes got so wide they looked like shiny golf balls and she muttered about a hundred
words per minute in order to calm me (and herself) down.
“Ok you’re ﬁne, it’s gonna be ﬁne, it’s just blood, we’re all gonna be ﬁne, WHERE’S THAT
TOWEL?”
Some girl whose face I didn’t even look at sprinted to a cabinet and got me a dirty oncewhite towel that my teacher then frantically wrapped around my blood-soaked arm that
was threatening to drip on the mustard-colored tile ﬂoor. She walked me out the door
and to the nurse’s ofﬁce as I dizzily stumbled down the stairs, somehow laughing at the
situation (coping mechanisms are odd). When we got to the ofﬁce, all of the kids there
who had a sore throat or a stomach ache quickly forgot why they were there and sat
around with their mouths gaping at the bloody towel that was swaddled around my arm.
I was brought into the dark back room that smelled of bile and told to lay down on the
germ-infested pleather couch by the panicked nurse, reverting to the generic question
that they always ask whether you have a stomach ache or a broken leg: “Do you want a
saltine cracker?!”
My mind was completely clear and I knew exactly what to do as I had my panicked
interior design teacher, rattled nurse, and gasping students surrounding me. My survival
instincts took over and I knew instantly that I had to remain calm or else the rest of the
people helping me would freak out and not help me to the best of their abilities. I calmly
laid on the bed, told them “I’m ﬁne, I just need some water,” and when the nurse shakily
came back with a styrofoam cup of cool water, I took a sip, and gave them my mother’s
phone number to come pick me up. I knew she was working that day, but her job is in
Lynn and my dad’s is all the way in Lowell. I quickly realized that she is terriﬁed of blood,

as I am usually, so I told them to have her wait outside of the nurse’s ofﬁce until all of the
bloody gauze and towels were disposed of and out of sight. I even added in a few small
jokes and laughs while we were waiting for my mom to show up to lighten the mood for
everyone and assure them that I was totally ﬁne (though I obviously wasn’t).
“Well that deﬁnitely woke everyone up!” I chortled awkwardly.
When my mom got to the school she was aggressively chewing her gum as she forcefully
laughed at the nurse’s jokes- all the while, having her wide eyes trained on me. She
thanked me quietly, as we walked out of the Big Brown Box that is the high school, for
telling the nurses to hide all traces of blood and for telling them to tell her that I was
completely ﬁne so she wouldn’t be as worried on the ride over.
When we got to her car, she said the thing that I was thinking the whole time: “You’re the
frog.”
We were dissecting frogs all of that week in my biology class and we had to use an XActo knife to cut it open. My group consisted of me and the three most “macho” guys in
my class who were so excited to rip open another animal. I wasn’t excited, but when it
came time to do so, I was the only one who didn’t chicken out and refuse to touch the
limp, formalin-scented amphibian. I had been essentially doing all of the work all week
and carving into this animal’s green ﬂesh with the same tool I tore into my light brown
ﬂesh with and wondering which princess this frog had disappointed so badly. The
princess in the original Grimm Brothers version of the story threw the frog against a
wall and it then changed into a prince, but my egregious acts sadly didn’t have the same
effect.
When we got to the doctor’s ofﬁce in Beverly, the doctor who walked in the room was an
unfamiliar older gentleman with a kind yet worn face. With him was a young woman with
blonde hair and the eagerness of a newly graduated med student. He asked me how it
happened, I told him, and he then removed the bloody gauze from my drained arm.

“The gash isn’t too deep, but we are going to have to stitch it up because it is on a joint
and you move it around a lot.”
I looked to my mother with wide eyes and reluctantly said, “Alrighty!”
“Oh, and one more thing: could Marissa do the stitches on you? She’s never done them
on a patient before!”
“Yeah that’s ﬁne!” I said through a forced smile.
Marissa was alright at it. However, she didn’t numb the whole area with the giant needle
that I refused to watch puncture my skin, but she quickly ﬁxed it and I was out of there in
no time.
This unique experience revealed a previously undiscovered part of my personality:
resiliency through hardships. It also taught me that instead of pushing through the
anger from a few moments of the day, step back, make sure you don’t have any sharp
objects in your hands, and just breathe. Also, don’t tear apart other once-living creatures
“for science”- they will come back to haunt you. The princess in the Grimm’s brothers
version of the story treated the frog very well by inviting him into her home and was
rewarded with him turning into a handsome prince. I’m not telling you to kiss the ﬁrst
frog you see, but I’m just saying, those royal weddings look pretty nice!

Vanessa is a senior at Peabody Veterans Memorial High School. She enjoys watching The
Ofﬁce, good food, and her adorable puppy named Toby.

The Newsstand in Queensville Square By Yasmen Abuzaid
Sometimes, panicking about how to explain mass terrorism to two ten year olds is just
where you end up in life.
Two summers ago, I was ﬁfteen and living the high life. It’s a good thing that the high life
is subjective though, because what I was actually up to that day was creating a plan on
the group chat, one which would eventually lead us to a bakery in Queensville Square,
following a very familiar routine:
Step one: someone realizes we haven’t hung out in a while.
Step two: we spend forever debating what to do, only to settle on what we did last time
(mosque, library, food).
Step three: the date and time changes a million times, because, and not to call anyone
unreliable or anything, but it’s sort of a miracle if we can all hang out in the end at all.
Belonging to this excursion are a stunning set of characters. The ﬁrst of them, the twins,
are actually two years apart, but calling them twins irritates them, so I do it. Following
them is the grand Asiyah Firdaws, followed by a kindergartener and the ﬁrst ten year
old.
Now, you may recall that two ten year olds are about to become important. And
although a little weird, I am sorry to say there’s nothing particularly special about Jana
Firdaws or the second ten year old, my sister Zahrah, except that they happened to be
around that afternoon, completing our group of seven.
Thus, we were off. We met up at the mosque and prayed, bowing our heads on the soft
carpet and I, the most cautious one of us, hushing the children when they raised their
voices too loud. Then began our stroll to the library on that blissfully warm afternoon,
the day stretched out before us, ready to bend to our will and serve us. The kids in front

of us so we didn’t lose track of them, but far away enough that they couldn’t hear our
teenage whisperings and secrets.
There, the twins pressured me into committing a true act of teenage rebellion: eating in
the library, forcing the friendly cashier at the Macs next door to be complicit in our
crime. We sat, surrounded by books, telling stories and jokes, ﬁnishing off bags of chips,
which prompted the twins to declare one of their strongest beliefs: when faced with
food, you eat it. And when you do not have any more food left, then you cross the street
into Queensville square to get it. Today, it was going to be Serbia’s Delicatessen &
Bakery for the ﬁrst time.
Fun fact: children are not good at crossing the street. They decide it looks like they won’t
immediately die, and cross. That leaves you to decide whether or not you are willing to
risk possibly dying as well by running after them, but then you remember that if they do
actually die, your mother is going to kill you even more painfully, so, you run after them
and leave the twins on the other side.
Another fun fact is that children are not good at patience either, so they wander, which is
what the pair of soon-to-be ﬁfth graders began to do.
They landed in front of a dead building, which would later be transformed into a home
depot, and even later than that, pharmacy. But all it was at the time was an empty shell,
looking worn and old, with a small, ﬁfty-cent newspaper stand in front of it. That is
where they stopped and stared.
“ALLAH TOLD ME TO DO THIS.”
“ALLAH TOLD ME TO DO THIS.” A headline, written in bolded capitals, next to a picture
of a man with a ski mask covering his face and a knife.

“ALLAH TOLD ME TO DO THIS.” A series of words from a man who stabbed two
Canadian police ofﬁcers to death and narrowly missed a third.
“ALLAH TOLD ME TO DO THIS.” A barricade that now stood between me and two ten
year olds.

“ALLAH TOLD ME TO DO THIS.” A jagged crack forming in the middle of every other
thing they had ever learned about being Muslim, a crack I did not know how to explain.
And, in complete and utter honesty, something I did not want to explain. To explain this
headline to them would mean two things.
One: I would shake their innocence and they could never not know anymore.
One point ﬁve: I would mess up the explanation. I would say something like, that’s not
what Islam is about, but some people, some Muslims, think that’s what Islam tells them
to do. And then they would have to choose who to believe and it might not be me.
One point seven-ﬁve: I would not ever be able to ﬁx it if they chose not to believe me.
Two: that I would be acknowledging that it happened again. That someone evoked the
name of God in an ungodly act and that they called themselves the worshippers of God
by the same label I did. I would be unable to ignore what had happened.
I think I’d like to pretend what I did next, my distractions, were to protect their
innocence, but I’m lying if I say that.
So, I tried to play it casual next, ignoring my racing heart and mind for the sake of their
innocence. Attempts to get their attention, “Jana, Zahrah, get over here and stop looking

at that,” spilled out of my mouth while they simultaneously tried to get our attention,
“Yasmen! Asiyah! Come here!”
We continued on like this for what seemed like an hour, me trying to get them to look at
anything else, and them only growing in their ﬁxation. Eventually, I prepared to
surrender and turned to them.
“Look! The newspaper is lying!”
Asiyah and I say nothing.
“Yeah! Allah wouldn’t tell you to do that! This guy is lying. Why would this guy say that?”
I stood, frozen, my mouth beginning sentences and abruptly stopping them before I
could form a word, all of my preparedness to combat this evil suddenly useless. I realized
they did not need my protection to save them from a moment of distress because there
never was such a moment for them. Only Asiyah and I, whose minds contained countless
memories of headlines and hate comments, ever even thought to panic. Their calm faces
told me I was a source of information to them, not a guardian.
It would take another two years for me to even understand that their curiosity was not
because they were young and innocent or even because they were ignorant of the days
I’d spent creating responses to every inquiry or comment that could be thrown my way
the next day at school after a terrorist attack. Their curiosity was simply because during
that instant, they understood Islam better than I did. The question was about people and
individual actions, not faith.
There are days when that question replays in my mind and I say something back to them.
Asiyah and I answer it before someone else can. We sit on the curb and we have an
entire lifetime before the twins get to our side. I think up a thousand different ways to
tell them that some people want to hurt others, because they are sad, or disillusioned, or

both, trying to pick the simplest and fullest truth. There isn’t one. Other times, even in
these memories, I am still silent, deciding that I am not the person to tell them. Those are
the days I admit to myself that I still do not know, only that I am tired of having to guess.
Regardless, two summers ago, I carry them away from that newspaper stand and
towards the twins. We leave all the words behind- the headline, their questions and my
unspoken responses- and everyone is ﬁnally safe on the side of the road that they are
supposed to be on. The world transforms back to the way it was, the way it should be,
just a bunch of teenagers hoping for a brownie, dragging their sisters along.
We entered the bakery. My sister and I split a single dessert. In case we do not like it, I
told her.
We ended up loving it.

Yasmen Abuzaid is a ﬁrst year university student busy falling in love with history and
writing. Her passions include reading, Model United Nations and hanging out on swings.
You can ﬁnd her work on @astudyinselfadronitis on Instagram
Instability Does Not Make Us Incapable * By Daija Triplett
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In my eighteen years of life, I’ve been a student at nine different schools in six different
districts in four different states. Moving around so frequently left the door wide open
for teachers, family members, and school staff to stereotype me and my future because
of the instability in my life. They expected me to cut class or not ﬁnish my assignments. I
could tell by the way they treated other students with similar situations.
I began moving frequently after my stepfather passed away in 2008. He was the sole
provider in our household, so when he died unexpectedly none of us knew what to do.
Our ﬁrst big move was from Des Moines to Minneapolis. I was a little sad because I was
leaving my friends, but I was happy to be closer to my family who lived in Minnesota.
In Minneapolis, I started going to Anwatin Middle School. My experiences there were
awesome; the teachers were engaging, and I made friends easily. I had a lot of support
from the teachers, deans, and administrators. My favorite activity there was Beacons, an
after school program where you could pick different classes to take, like art, dance, and
singing. They also fed us snacks and had a school bus to take us home after. Beacons was
my favorite thing because I got to meet a lot of new people and the instructors were also
very chill and laid back.
During the middle of my seventh grade year my mom decided to move to Marietta,
Georgia. At the time it wasn’t really clear why, but now I know it was because she was
having some trouble dealing with our family members. This was our second big move in
a year, and I started at East Cobb Middle School in the middle of the school year. I had a
hard time making friends there, and after I ﬁnished the year there, we ended up moving
back to Minneapolis, and I went back to Anwatin for eighth grade.
Once I graduated from eighth grade, we left Minnesota again and went to Decatur,
Georgia where I attended Towers High School for my freshman year. That was my ﬁrst
time ever having to wear a uniform, and I hated it – not just because I wanted to wear

what I pleased, but because I feel like individuality and freedom of expression is
important. I should be able to have my own sense of style and not look the same as
another person. I felt that they looked at me as if I was another student and not Daija.
After a semester in Decatur, we moved back to Minneapolis, and I went to Edison High
School. My experiences at Edison were probably the worst of all the schools I attended. I
had an incident with my algebra teacher who was a ﬁrst year teacher at the time.
Neither I nor many of my classmates understood the subject the way he taught it. I
remember being in class for an hour listening to him explain this new unit and not
getting it at all. I would have to ask my friends or other classmates how to do the
homework, ﬁnding out that they were just as confused as I was. I wouldn’t turn in
homework because I didn’t understand it, and I didn’t want to go to the teacher because
I didn’t think he would be able to clearly explain it either.
My mom checked my grades frequently, and she noticed my grade in that class was way
lower than the rest, and she talked to me about it. I ended up staying after school with
him at the end of every quarter to get my grade up just enough to pass. I never did feel
like I understood the subject.
Later that year I had another negative encounter. It was the end of the school year and
most of the students had ﬁnished their ﬁnals. One of the school’s coaches approached
me and a group of my friends, and said that we needed to go to class. As he walked away,
I heard him say said that it was always us, the black folks, in the hallways doing nothing.
He thought I didn’t hear him, but I did. It made me feel like I was being proﬁled as a black
student who didn’t go to class. I was offended.
Those two encounters motivated me to transfer to North Community High School for
my sophomore and junior year of high school. My experiences at North were the best
I’ve ever had with any school. The faculty and staff at North were very engaging and

helpful; I knew they wanted us to succeed and do better in school—which isn’t
something I always felt at the other schools I had attended.
North was like a big family to me. We fussed and fought, but we were all there to uplift
each other and help. I was a cheerleader there, and my coach was like another parent.
North has always seemed under appreciated in the district. We didn’t get the same
treatment as the other Minneapolis Public Schools schools such as Edison, Washburn,
and Southwest. You always see the positive educational things going on at schools in
wealthier parts of the city, but you only see North getting noticed at championship
games. It’s wrong. People only want to uplift us when we win a state title.
I wanted to graduate from North, but unfortunately I moved again after my junior year.
My mom and I moved to Arizona that summer, and I started my senior year at Dobson
High School. In October of 2017, I began attending East High School in Iowa for the
remainder of my senior year.
I graduated from high school on time in May of 2018, and I’m grateful for the unique
education experience I had due to the number of schools I attended. I learned things I
continue to carry on my journey. The two districts in Georgia taught me more about
African American history than any other school I attended. They also helped me become
more comfortable with tests by actively preparing me for them. In Iowa, I learned about
college and adult readiness. I took a ﬁnancial literacy class which was required by the
state. It taught me about bank accounts, credit, and how to read paychecks. Minneapolis
schools taught me a lot about building professional relationships and networking with
people in the journalism ﬁeld. I also got a lot of support as I was going through traumatic
incidents. Lastly in the Arizona district, I learned a lot more about technology as a whole
and how there are faster ways to look at your grades and keep up with how you’re doing
in school.

Being a student in six different districts was tough, but despite my struggles, I still came
out on top. I graduated in the top ten of my graduating class. I was on the honor roll my
entire senior year, and am headed into college with twenty-two credits. Through every
negative experience, I had a positive outcome.
I am very proud to say that I did it with supportive people behind me. My mother was my
biggest support system throughout my journey and continues to be that person as I
continue on to college. My mentor Kenzie – who I met through the Step Up intern
program, has been my support system throughout my journey and has continued to
open doors in the journalism ﬁeld that I couldn’t imagine having found for myself.
Without these two I wouldn’t have been able to make it happen, and I am extremely
grateful for them. I am hoping that other students dealing with problems such as mine
continue to excel and chase their dreams. As for the adults— all these kids need is
support and encouragement knowing that they are believed in and that they are pushed
to do more and not just the bare minimum.

Daija Triplett is a ﬁrst generation college student, currently attending Minneapolis
Community & Technical College. She has also been an intern for North News for the last
two years, and is a thriving young writer in the Minneapolis area.

*This story originally appeared as part of the Unbound program. Unbound was created
through a partnership between the Graves Foundation, and Pollen, with the goal of
creating a new conversation about public education in Minneapolis.
(www.pollenmidwest.org)
To the Man Who Asked Me for a Poem By Clarise Reichley

You approached me, hat in hand, with a simplicity. Your words fell out in accented
syllables, “Will you write me a poem, please? For my wife?” I asked you if you were
Spanish and how you managed to roll your “r’s” with such gusto. And you said, no, that
you were Portuguese and corrected my pronunciation of your name (which I won’t put
here for I can’t say it much less spell it). Your eyes were deep brown and swirling as they
peeked over sunglasses and peered into my encumbered soul. Your hands speckled with
age spots and your face adorned in gray whiskers to match the gray wisp of your hair.
Age had come to you in grief.
In the whirl of market-goers surrounding you there was a solidity to your stature, a
sureness to the way you held your sagging shoulders. I became some small moon
orbiting the gravity of your experience with life. There was a hope that haloed you, a
hope not televised or broadcasted and in your presence I felt the uplifting radiation of
being surrounded by unending belief.
I asked about your wife, her name, how you met. And you told me she was dead, died
from cancer more than a decade ago. And that somehow in your mourning you had
found love again. You said “God brought her to me” and the way you spoke about God
was beautiful, in the way only things said with foreign accents are beautiful. In your
spliced English you told me of the village you grew up in: the red dirt streets, the
chickens, your family. You told me how the boulevards were sterile when your wife died,
how something you loved more than anything had ﬂed the red dirt, not only of your
hometown but of your heart, too. Then you spoke of the pain, the mourning, the aimless
wandering on walkways you had known all your life. The creaking ﬂoorboards were
silent and your children gone to America.
You spoke of transatlanticism and how over the static of a telephone your daughter had
introduced you to her. Her the widow, you the widower. And you said you knew that this
woman was an angel and that she was the new thing you loved more than anything.
Grief, you said, will make you love even more. And so you took her to the opera and cried

at the crescendos of song and held hands because together you had traversed grief and
together you had overcome its dehabilitation. You didn’t love the grave any less, you just
gained a new love for life.
And as you told me this tears tumbled from beneath your eyes and you touched the ring
bound to your ﬁnger. To fall in love twice and with such hope each time astounded me.
And so your monologue drew to a close. And so I clacked this remembrance into a poem
with the eloquence of spoken story lost between the lines. And you grasped it gracefully
as if receiving a family bible or taking communion or some other deemed sacred thing
and then you were lost in the crowd and suddenly I didn’t feel so alone or pointless or
purposeless anymore.

Clarise E. Reichley lives a transatlantic life between the skyscrapers of Denver, Colorado
and the Burren limestone of Kinvara, County Galway, Ireland. Her work has been
published internationally. Her piece Happy Harry was an Editors Choice in Teen Ink
Magazine and she has appeared in UK/Irish magazines: OtherWise, Guaire, and Peeking
Cat Poetry. She has been awarded a Regional Gold Medal by Scholastic Art and Writing
Awards for her short story “Make Clowns Great Again.” Additionally, she published her
own literary magazine, rhapsody. Every month she sends out a musing with her writings.
Follow her work at clarisethepoet.com.
A Disappearing Act By Andrea So
My uncle lived in a neighborhood of Hong Kong called Stanley. Every day after school, I
would skip down to his apartment and cling to him until my parents arrived. Their car
would speed down the strip of leafy road that, within the same neighborhood, begins at
Hong Kong’s colossal Versailles-inspired mansions and slinks down into the housing

projects– my uncle’s corner of the world. As I waited by the window for my parents’ car
to turn the corner, my uncle would pinch a thin cigarette between his ﬁngers and roll
down the grooved wheel of the lighter. I used to ask him, “How are you alive if you have
no teeth, you can’t eat anything, and you only smoke and drink?”
“

. It’s magic,” he would croak out in Cantonese, grinning at me through a thin veil of

smoke. As a kid, this was how I usually found out which room of the apartment he was in.
I’d follow the ribbons of gray silk that slowly disintegrated into the air, the way a child’s
eyes follow a magician’s trick they can’t quite understand.
_____
It feels as if I’m walking on air. With each step I take, my bare feet sink a little more into
the technicolor-yellow sand, leaving a winding trail of dark footprints behind me. In the
near distance, a desert dune catches my eye, and another, and another, all strikingly
identical– all climb up to the same summit, all slope downward with the same soft curve,
all cast the same shadow on the desert ﬂoor. Looking up, I come face to face with a sky
so ludicrously black and boundless it takes me a split second to realize that I am even
looking at something.
A ﬂurry of color bursts onto the sky’s dark canvas. It’s a hot air balloon, with its fabric
loosely stitched in haphazard patches of blue and red. A brown wicker basket suspends
from the balloon, but nobody is controlling this magniﬁcent contraption. Nobody’s
there.
I can see a unicycle suspending from the basket, tethered to it by two lines of wire.
I can see my uncle’s corpse splayed across the seat of the unicycle, his body bloody and
bullet-riddled, his mouth stretched into a wide smile I am at once mesmerized and
terriﬁed by.

——

The ﬁrst time I had this dream, my uncle was still alive. I was eight years old. Back then, I
didn’t understand why this particular image rooted itself in my mind and refused to let
go. My strong aversion to fantasy novels like Harry Potter confused my mother, and I
would only stare into the bottom of my teacup as my friends pranced around and
painted their faces pink with makeup.
Yet, my subconscious mind could conjure up images of balloons and baskets and bullet
holes. Burying my face into my favorite stuffed elephant, I wanted nothing more than to
step into a time machine and watch time ﬂow in reverse. I wished I had never seen my
uncle’s body or the hot air balloon ﬂoating above– I would be at peace, with only the vast
sky and endless desert before me, the silence a steady static hum.

Although my uncle would later vanish suddenly from my life and leave me grasping at
any traces of memory, I remember the elaborate Christmas cards he used to illustrate
for me, adorned with sketches of towering pine trees and scenes of snowﬂakes adrift.
Drawing was a talent of his that had dwindled away over the course of decades, lost to
the haze of a sailor’s chronic arm injury and its resulting alcoholism, the consequences of
which would haunt him until the end of his life. The graphite sketches would always be
marked by his slight tremble, a ﬂutter of the pencil at the corners. The red envelopes he
tucked the cards into, however, were always marked with the same ﬂourish: “To the
most beautiful girl in the world.”

As I grew older, I found myself wandering to Stanley after school, forgetting more than
once that my uncle lay conﬁned to a hospital bed now and my parents didn’t need him to
look after me anymore. But I marched on to his neighborhood anyway, never realizing
that I was headed in the wrong direction until I came face to face with golden fences that
towered over me and the white marble pillars guarding the tantalizing secrets of the
rich. At that point, dusk would have already settled over the sky, and my dad would drive
over and retrieve me from the entryway of my uncle’s apartment. I’m sure his neighbors
must have been confused by the small girl on the ﬂoor, homework strewn across the dim
hallway, but they never said anything.

After my uncle died, the dream began to recur every month. It later took on new
meaning for me. While I used to focus on the grotesque image of my uncle’s corpse, I
now thought about the heaviness weighing down my body seconds before I shook
awake from the dream. This weight mirrored the heaviness I felt after he died– You never
kept his Christmas cards. You search and search but don’t know where any of them went. You
can’t even remember his favorite brand of cigarettes, or his favorite Billie Holiday album, or the
way he did his hair.
Black was the color of his hair at his funeral. It was the ﬁrst thing I noticed when my
mother nudged me toward the window that separated us from the body in the next
room.
Unlike my dream, there were no bullet holes, no blood. My uncle’s hair had been dyed
black from his original gray, probably by some worker at the funeral home who didn’t
give a second thought to how he had lived and who had known him and how they would
recognize him now.
The man tasked with making my uncle’s corpse look presentable deﬁnitely didn’t know
that my mom hadn’t told me about his death until a week after he died. How could he

have known that I had been at an Outward Bound camp that week, celebrating the end
of sixth grade? I could have been warming my hands around a campﬁre. I could have
been hiking up a grassy trail. I could have been asleep as my uncle lay dying, but I’ll never
know because my family denied me that right.
A layer of pink lip balm glistened on the body’s mouth, catching the harshly ﬂuorescent
light. It was the only thing about the body that seemed vaguely three-dimensional or
real. My uncle’s spirit had already wrestled its way out of the cold body and shot
towards the sky, until it was nothing but a twinkle in the distance.

As a kid, I despised my mind for harboring this dream, but I understand more now–
every time I jolt awake from it, I still lay conﬁned to my bed until I can untangle the limbs
of nightmare from reality, but that image of his gunshot-riddled body is all I have left of
him. When I stop having this dream, I will lose the last connection I have to my uncle that
isn’t the blood coursing through my veins. I feel like the kid in the crowd who begs the
magician for one more trick, just one more, after he’s already packed up his suitcase and
heads for the door. I beg my family for the truth behind how my uncle died, for stories
about him, but it never works. Nothing ever changes.
Whenever I dream of balloons and bullet holes now, I feel strangely tied to him, as
though I am catching up to his spirit across the galaxies that exist between the living and
the dead. Not like anything is ever really dead or past, even. The dream always reminds
me of my uncle’s apartment, now abandoned, where I used to follow the ribbons of gray
silk that led me to him. This time around, however, my uncle doesn’t appear after the
smoky haze has vanished. Through gripping onto this nightmare, I am chasing yet
another disintegrating smoke trail that separates my uncle from me– this is the magic
trick I cannot tear my eyes away from; this is my dizzying pursuit of a deathless
disappearing act.

Andrea So is currently a junior at Phillips Exeter Academy in New Hampshire. She loves
Ernest Hemingway, Laura van den Berg and Natasha Trethewey.

Art
Tear of the Earth By Sohee Myung

Tear of the Earth

Our Earth is full of water, nature, lands, and humans; all of these make our Earth alive,
however, the reality is that humans are the destroyers of the Earth’s nature. Our lives depend
on these beautiful creations that we relentlessly destroy for our supplies every second. We
must realize the seriousness of environmental pollution and start to think about what we can
do for our Earth. We are not only destroyers of the Earth, but also the solutions to saving it.

Sohee Myung, was born in Daegu, South Korea, and at the age of twelve, came to the US
as an international student to pursue a better art career. Sohee is a junior at Notre
Dame High School in Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Feminine and Ferocious By Rhea Bhatnagar

Feminine and Ferocious

Raised by an empowering and supportive family, I have always been taught to speak up for
what I believe in but many girls are told to abide by certain gender roles since birth, they are
raised to be submissive and quiet, afraid of and unable to speak their mind. Their individuality
is extracted and they are forced to ﬂoat along the current of society’s river till they drown. This
piece is symbolic of ﬁghting these false impositions and speaking up for girls and women
everywhere. Ferocity and femininity go hand in hand; women can ﬁght and women,

everywhere, need to ﬁght against the system of inequality and ignorance for it can no longer be
tolerated.

Rhea Bhatnagar is a high school student who takes pleasure in spending her free time
jamming to indie pop music and advocating for what she believes in. She is a self-taught
digital artist who is constantly on the lookout for venturing into the ether and adding to
her knowledge.
Pieces of You By H

Pieces of You

Video

This piece is a portrait of myself (the artist) but I don’t want the people to focus on the drawing
itself; I want them to see themselves through me. I want them to read the messages I wrote on
the piece and look at themselves through the different hues the cds(glass) puts off. I want them
to reﬂect on themselves as a person and think, “this is beautiful, I am beautiful.” I wish for them
to understand themselves rather than this artwork in front of them, because they’re the
artwork itself. This piece is about reﬂection of the viewer.
Trafﬁc Jam By Daania Shariﬁ

Trafﬁc Jam

In this photo I manipulated a terrible photo of the car lights and sunset into a magniﬁcent and
intriguing piece of artwork. I love to manipulate/edit photos as much as I love taking them. I
had originally deleted the original photo. As soon as I did I felt a pang of regret. I immediately
had an idea of what I wanted to do with it. Since I went to the recently deleted ﬁle and restored
the copy, I was able to save the photo. Within that same action packed day I managed to take

time to edit the photo. At ﬁrst, I was playing around with the editor. However, I managed to edit
the original photo into this piece. I call it trafﬁc jam because of its story. It (the photo) was
originally stuck with nowhere to go—not going forward. But, ﬁnally the jam cleared up and it
was able to reach its destination. It also relates to how all bad things can turn amazing. The
photo used to be boring or not that great, until I manipulated it to be how it is now. I really
enjoy the color scheme of this photo so that’s why I chose this photo as one of the
submissions.

Daania Shariﬁ is an eighth grader who attends Gainesville Middle School. She has been
published in several literary journals such as the Lit Mag, Stone Soup, and the Rare Byrd
Review. When she isn’t taking a photo of everything she sees, she continues to edit her
novel with her best friend, drinks Snapple while reading whatever she can get her hand
on, and acts out short skits with her sister, Rania.

